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SUMMARY 

Since its introduction in the late 1970s by Lucy [11] and Gingold and Monaghan [4], 

smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) has bcen used in many areas. It has grown into 

a widcly-recognized technique with many practical applications. In this thesis, we present 

a new application of the SPH method: a new algorithm for computing a null divergence 

velocity field using SPH for incompressible flow - a pure SPH solution of the Helmholtz-

Hodge decomposition. Also, a new version of the Laplacian for SPH is proposed and the 

advantages and disadvantages of different gradient and Laplacian approximation formulas 

used in SPH are also discussed. A new treatment of boundary conditions is proposed 

for the whole solution procedure. Throughout the thesis, a brief historical overview is 

presented, along with some fondamental notions about SPH and computational fluid 

dynamics. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Computational fluid dynamics ( CFD) has a long history in the area of numerical si-

mulation. The advent of the computer as a tool for numerical simulation sparkcd the 

birth of the earliest computational fluid dynamics group - the Fluid Dynamics Group at 

Los Alamos National Laboratory. Many numerical methods currently in use, such as the 

particle-in-cell (PIC), marker-and-cell (MAC), and arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) 

techniques, were developed by this group in the 1950s and 1960s. 

Numerical simulation in CFD is a vast area with ramifications in every aspect of our daily 

lives: in entertainment product ( c.g. for smoke and explosions in cartoon and animated 

films), the environmental science ( e.g. meteorology), industry ( e.g. ventilation and air 

conditioning), etc. 

As we know, there are two basic ways to describe the physical equations governing fluid 

dynamics: Eulerian and Lagrangian descriptions. These two descriptions correspond to 

two different kinds of grid for domain discrctization [10]. The diffcrcncc between them 

is that the Eulerian description is a spatial one which is fixed in space, usually used 

in regular grid-based methods to discretize a domain (for example, the finitc difference 

method (FDM) [3]), whereas the Lagrangian is a material description which is deplaced 

with the material, usually used in unstructured grid-bascd methods to discretize a domain 

(for cxample, the finite element method (FEM) [9]). However, combination of the two, 
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such as ALE [1], [6], can be used. Compared to grid-based methods introduced above, 

this work presents a totally different approach called smoothcd particle hydrodynamics 

(SPH), a gridless (meshfree) particle method which is also Lagrangian. There are many 

methods, cither meshfree (such as the finite point method, the diffuse element method, 

etc.) or particle-based (PIC, MAC, fluid-in-cell, etc.) or a combination of the two. It 

should be noted that SPH is not the first generation of meshfree methods. However, 

its particular combination of adaptivity and Lagrangian and particle nature makes SPH 

very popular. 

SPH can be used for different purposes. Its applications range in scale, in domain and 

the type of systems involed. SPH was first invented simultaneously by Lucy [11] and 

by Gingold and Monaghan [4] to solve astrophysical problems. It has since then been 

used to study a range of astrophysical topics such as galaxy formation, star formation, 

supernovas, solar system formation, tidal disruption of stars by massive black holes, 

stellar collisions, etc. Today, the SPH method is also being used in many other areas, such 

as computational fluids and even solid mechanics, where there is fracturing, shattering, 

possible phase change, etc. For example, it can be used to describe deformable bodies, 

as in the work of Desbrun and Gascuel [2]. 

In computational fluids, the SPH method can be used to approximate different terms in 

the governing Navier-Stokes equations, with different smoothing kernels, gradient appro-

ximation expressions (pressure gradient) and Laplacian approximations ( diffusion term ) . 

For example, while Monaghan [12] and Desbrun and Gascucl [2] used the same damping 

fonction for the diffusion term (viscosity) and suggested a symmetric formula for pressure 

force, other authors, such as Yoon et al. [17], Premoze et al. [14] and Koshizuka et al. 

[8] suggested another smoothing kcrnel for density estimation and used the deterministic 

particle interaction models for the gradient and diffusion term in the Navier-Stokes equa-

tions. Another paper by Müller et al. [13] suggests three different kernels for different 
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particle simulation phases. The work of Monaghan [12] and Gingold and Monaghan [5] 

explains more clearly the propertics and criteria of the formulations used in SPH. Later 

research on SPH, such as Liu and Liu [10] has introduced more details on the criteria for 

different kinds of combinations in SPH. 

Despite the study of so many versions of SPH and the daily improvement achieved, it can 

be said that SPH still have some numerical problems. However, there is always a trade-off 

between accuracy, efficiency and adaptivity. Above all, the adaptive nature of the SPH 

method makes it very attractive since the field variable approximation is performed with 

the same formulation at each time step based on arbitrarily distributed particles in the 

current support domain. Thanks to this characteristic, SPH can easily handle problems 

involving large deformations or highly complicated irregular geometry. Although there 

are traditional methods that are better developed than SPH in some circumstances, they 

have difficulty handling most complex phenomena. 

In this thesis, chapter 1 presents some fondamental notions about SPH and computational 

fluid dynamics. Chapter 2 presents a new algorithm for solving the Helmholtz-Hodge 

decomposition to find the null divergence velocity field for incompressible flow simulation 

using SPH. A new SPH version of the Laplacian for a vector field is also put forward. 

Moreover, the advantages and disadvantages of different gradient and Laplacian appro-

ximation formulas used in SPH arc discussed and dcmonstrated by some clear sample 

experimental results. 
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CHAPTER 1 

SPH fundamentals 

SPH is an approximation method for systems which can be represented by particles. The 

major differences between grid-based methods and SPH are: the last one uses particles 

to represent the problem domain and to do the approximation in order to find a solution 

for the problem domain. 

To represent the problem domain, all we need is an initial distribution or generation of 

particles in discrete form. These particles are mutually independent as well as mutually 

closely related. Regarding mutual independence, the prescription of connectivity between 

the particles is not necessary. Each particle in the represented system possesscs its own 

properties: density, mass, position, velocity, etc. 

As for the mutual close relationship, when applying SPH to approximate the values of 

fonctions, derivatives and integrals at a particle, the information at all the neighboring 

particles that have influence on the particle is used to do the particle approximations. 

The area that influence a particle is called the support domain (sec Figure 1.1). The 

particles in the support domain are called the neighbor particles. 
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Figure 1.1: Support domain (within the circle) with smoothing length h. 

1.1 Formulation of SPH 

The formulation of SPH is often divided into two key steps: integral representation or 

so-called kernel approximation of field fonction and particle approximation. 

Integral representation is the convolution of an arbitrary continuous fonction and a 

smoothing kernel fonction. This representation relies on the following equality: 

f(r) = lim 1 f(r')W(r - r', h)dr' = f f(r')<5(r - r')dr', 
h-o n Jri (1.1) 

where Ois a domain containing r and fis a fonction of the position vector r. W should 

be a kernel fonction which satisfies the unity condition, i.e., 

1 W(r, h)dr = 1, (1.2) 

where h > 0 is the smoothing length and the integration is over the domain O. ô(r - r') 

is the Dirac delta fonction (not a smoothing fonction), given by 

<5(r - r') = { ~: 
r' = r; 
r' # r. (1.3) 

Replacing the delta fonction by the smoothing fonction W(r - r', h), the integral repre-
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sentation of J(r) can be approximated by: 

J(r) 1 J(r')W(r - r', h)dr', (1.4) 

where W is the smoothing kernel fonction, called the smoothing kernel, and h is the 

smoothing length defining the influence area of W. Note that in the integral represen-

tation of f ( r), if the Dirac delta fonction is used, the integral representation is exact 

or rigorous as long as J(r) is defined and continuous in O. We call (1.4), the kernel 

approximation fonction. This representation is then approximated by summing up the 

values of the nearest neighbor particles inside the support domain at a discrete particle, 

which is the second step - particle approximation. This means that we can estimate a 

fonction f at position r by using smoothing kernels W to approximate it in the support 

domain within distance h, yielding 
n 

J(r) = L J(rj)W(r - rj, h)~ V(rj), (1.5) 
j=l 

where rj is the position vector and f ( rj) is the quantity f for neighbor particle j. This 

is very similar to the kernel density estimation of fonctions in statistics [15]. Since 

~V(rj) = ~' where mj is the mass and p(rj) is the density for particle at position rj, 

this yields 

J(r) 

or 

J(r) = t mj J(rj) W(r - rj, h), 
j=l Pj 

(1.6) 

Here, n is the total number of particles. To shorten the equation, we omit the n in all 

summations. When r = ri, J(r) is denoted as fi, J(rj) is denoted as j1 and p(rj) is 

denoted as p1. Thus, to estimate the density Pi for particle i at location ri, we have, for 

a particle i: 

L p 
P' m ·___,z_W(r· - r· h) 

0 J 1 J' ' 
PJ 
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that is, 

(1.7) 

whcre j denotes the index of the neighbor particle (this notation is used throughout). 

In order to have a suitable smoothing kernel to serve our purpose, an even fonction is 

usually choscn, such as the Gaussian kernel or one of many other kernels proposed by 

other authors. Moreover, there are some other conditions for choosing a good kernel. 

The first one is the unity condition mentioned above (1.2). 

The second one is the Dirac delta fonction property 

lim W(r - r', h) = o(r - r'). 
h-+O 

(1.8) 

Formally, (1.8) is the weak * convergence of the Radon measures W(r -r', h) to o(r-r'). 

The third is the compactness condition 

W ( r - r', h) = 0 for Ir - r' 1 > h. (1.9) 

For more details on the conditions for choosing a smoothing kernel, see Liu and Liu [10]. 

1.2 Derivative formulation for SPH 

In order to salve the governing equations for fluid dynamics, one importa~t task is to 

salve the diffusion term and the pressure term. We thus encounter first and second 

order derivation terms. There are many ways to salve these kinds of problem. In grid-

based methods, one needs a grid or mesh to calculate the spatial derivatives. In the 

SPH literature, gradient and Laplacian formulas are used for the pressure and diffusion 

terms, respectively, which are approximated by using the gradient and the Laplacian of 

the smoothing kernel [13]; or the deterministic particle interaction model [8] or artificial 
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damping force may be used for the diffusion term, as in [12] [2], without any grid or 

mcsh. 

SPH theory allows one to obtain the derivatives of a fonction f by using the derivatives 

of the smoothing fonction. Because the equalities 

'7 J(r) 1 '7 J(r')W(r - r', h)dr' = 1 J(r')'7W(r - r', h)dr' 

hold, wc can obtain the following expression: 

'7 f; = L mJ (
11 ) 'vW(ri - rj, h), 

1 P1 

where 'v J(r), written 'v f;, is the gradient of fonction J(r). Similarly, 

'72 J(r) 1 '72 J(r')W(r - r', h)dr' = 1 J(r')'72W(r - r', h)dr' 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

holds by Green's theorem, if W is of class C 2 and '7W = 0 on an (which means two 

times continuously derivable, indeed fis also assumed to be of class C 2). Thus we have 

'12 f; = L mj ( 11 ) '12W(ri - rj, h), 
J P1 

(1.13) 

where '72 is the notation of the Laplacian. We name (1.11) and (1.13) respectively the 

basic gradient approximation formula (BGAF) and the basic Laplacian approximation 

formula (BLAF). 

There are other ways than (1.11) and (1.13) to compute the gradient and Laplacian values 

for a fonction f by using the gradient and Laplacian of the smoothing kernel. Details on 

their derivation are given in the following subsections. 

1.2.1 Gradient approximation 

For the first approach, the derivative of a product [12] is uscd. We have 

'1(pf) = p'v f + f'v P, 
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which can be rewritten as 

pVf = V(pf) - fVp. (1.14) 

This leads to the following expression: 

PiVfi = I:mj(Pjh)vw(ri-rj,h)-J;I:mj(PJ)vw(ri-rj,h) 
j PJ j PJ 

L mj (fj - f;) VW(ri - rj, h). 
j 

Thus the gradient of the fonction f can be approximated by 

( 1.15) 

In this paper, we will call this Eq. (1.15) the difference gradient approximation formula 

(DGAF). 

The second approach is used to deal with symmetric forces in order to fulfill Newton's 

second law for two particles (see for instance the work described in [2]), by using the 

derivative of a quotient fonction. The derivative of a quotient of fonctions is given by 

V (L) = pVJ- JVp' 
p p2 

i.e. 

VJ = V (L) + JVp_ 
p p p2 ( 1.16) 

We can obtain the formula 

P; 

Hence 

Vf; = Pi L mj ( f;2 + \) VW(ri - rj, h). 
j Pi PJ 

( 1.17) 

In this paper, Eq. ( l. 17) is called the symmetric gradient approximation formula (SGAF). 
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1.2.2 Laplacian approximation 

In addition to the BLAF we introduce another new formula for obtaining the Laplacian 

approximation value for the fonction f, where f is a vector fonction in two dimensions. 

Details on deriving this new version of the Laplacian are as follows. 

By applying twice the rule of the product in the x direction, we obtain 

a(pf) = f ap +Paf 
ax ax ax 

and 

Similarly, for y we obtain 

This can be rewritten as 

i.e. 

The SPH version gives us 

Pi'v2 fi = L mj (PJfj) V2W(ri - rj, h) - fi L mj (PJ) V2W(ri - rj, h) 
J P1 J P1 

- 2(Vf;) · (LmjVW(ri - rj,h)) 
j 

L mj UJ - fi) V2W(ri - rj, h) - 2( ~) L mj (!J - fi) VW(r; - rj, h) 
j Pi J 

(LmjVW(ri - rj,h)). 
j 

10 



We know that 

v'pi = L mjv'W(ri - rj, h), 
j 

The corresponding SPH expression below is obtained by straightforward calculations 

from the abovc expressions, 

Thus the corresponding Laplacian approximation expression for DGAF is the following: 

Like DGAF, this version of the Laplacian gives the same result for f and f + C, where 

C is a constant. 

Through this introduction of the SPH concept and its formulas, we already have a clear 

view of SPH in general. In the following sections we will present some concepts related 

to the Navier-Stokes equations and the Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition. 

1.3 The Navier-Stokes equations 

The Navier-Stokes equations arc the foundation of fluid mechanics. The term Navier-

Stokes equations should refer to the full and general set of differential equations governing 

the motion of a fluid. 

The classical Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flows are the following: 

y'· V = Ü, (1.19) 

(1.20) 
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The first of these ensures the conservation of mass while the second guarantees the 

conservation of momentum. Note that J_;t is the convective derivative ( also called the 

Lagrangian derivative or substantive derivativc), p is the fluid current density, and g 

is the gravitational acceleration. The term Vp refers to the pressure gradient, µ is the 

dynamic viscosity coefficient where kinematic viscosity is defined by v = ~, and the 

term V2v is the vector Laplacian. For the derivative of the Navier-Stokes equations on 

a regular grid, refer to Poster and Metaxas [3]. 

Typically, after applying Eq. (1.20), the Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition is used to 

obtain a null divergence velocity field Eq. (1.19). 

1.4 The Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition 

The Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition can be described as follows: given a domain n and 

its boundary 80, whcrc T/ is the outward normal vcctor to the boundary and q is a scalar 

field, then there is a unique decomposition of a C 2 vector field w, 

W =V +'vq, 

where the divergence-free vector field is 

V =W -Vq. 

This means that the divergence of vector field v should be 0, that is 

Also we have 

'v·v =Ü. 

v . w = v . ( v + v q) = v . v + v2 q. 

12 
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Combining Eqs. (1.22) and (1.23), we get 

(1.24) 

In order to make our simulation more accurate we need to solve the partial differential 

equation (1.24) with the Neumann boundary condition: 

in D, 
on ao. (1.25) 

It is interesting to note that the solution q is not unique, but the differencc between any 

two solutions is a constant [16]. 

Notice that the unit vector is a solution of the SPH formulation of system (1.25), as 

shown by the following: 

{ 

(¾) I:j mj((qi - qj)v'2Wh - rj, h) - ¾ v'Wh - rj, h) · v' Pi)) 
= (1..) m·(w· - w·) · nw(r - r h) in D Pi 6j J i J V i J, , , 

1/ Pi I:j mj(qj - qi) (v'W(ri - rj, h) · TJi) = 0, on ao, 
(1.26) 

so the difference between two solutions q1 and q2 is a scalar multiple of the unit vector ( k I 

where k is a scalar). This is the discrete counterpart of the non-unicity of the solution we 

mentioned above. It justifies the use of the difference versions of the gradient (DGAF), 

Laplacian and divergence formulas which are robust with respect to translation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Computing null divergence velocity 

field using smoothed particle 

hydrodynamics 

The SPH method is a well-develop algorithm in CFD. Yet, as Liu and Liu note, "much 

work needs to be done to consolidate the theoretical foundations of the SPH method, and 

to remedy its inherent numerical drawbacks'' [10]. Though different modifications and 

corrections have been made in an attempt to improve the accuracy of the SPH method, 

a number of issues still need to be further investigated. This thesis proposes a new 

algorithm for solving the Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition. It uses SPH in order to find 

the null divergence velocity field for incompressible flow simulation. A new SPH version 

of the Laplacian for a vector field is also put forward. Moreover, the advantages and 

disadvantages of different gradient and Laplacian approximation formulas used in SPH 

are discussed and demonstrated by some clear sample experimental results. 

This work was done under the direction of Professor Richard Egli (Université de Sher-
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brooke) and Professor Fabrice Colin (Université de Moncton). 

My contribution to this work lies in the implementation and validation of the whole 

procedure. Among the different techniques for SPH, such as those of Monaghan [12], 

Desbrun and Gascuel [2], Yoon et al. [17], Premoze et al. [14], Koshizuka et al [7] and 

Müller et al. [13], we chose one suitable method from which to create our basic model. 

Starting from this basic model, we extend our new idea, proposed by Professors Colin and 

Egli, and validate it with full, accurate data, doing numerical analysis and comparisons 

between different kinds of application formulations. By comparing the linear system 

solution methods for our problem, such as the Gauss-Seidel and the conjugate gradient 

method, we finally chose the conjugate gradient method for both accuracy and speed. 

This work is a contribution to fluid simulation and computational physics which concern 

the SPH method. It will be submitted to the Journal of Computational Physics. 
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Computing a null divergence velocity field 
using smoothed particle hydrodynamics 

F. COLIN a R. EGLI b,* F. Y. LIN b 

a Département de mathématiques et de statistique, Université de Moncton, 
Moncton, NB, ElA 3E9, CANADA. 

b Département d'informatique, Université de Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke (Québec), 
JlK 2R1, CANADA. 

Abstract 

A new use of smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) in fluid simulation is pre-
sented: an algorithm solving the Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition using SPH in 
order to find the null divergence velocity field for incompressible flow simulation. 
Accordingly, a new version of the Laplacian for a vector field is proposed here. In 
order to improve the accuracy of the SPH technique, the paper also presents some 
test problems for understanding the limitations of different kinds of gradient and 
Laplacian approximation formulas. 

Key words: Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH); incompressible flows; 
Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition; meshfree particle method. 
PACS: 47.ll+j; 02.70.Ns. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) was first invented simultaneously by 
Lucy [13] and Gingold and Monaghan [4] to solve astrophysical problems. It 
has since been used to study a range of astrophysical topics such as galaxy 
formation, star formation, supernovas, solar system formation, tidal disruption 
of stars by massive black holes, stellar collisions, etc. 

SPH is a meshfree method (MFM) based on the Lagrangian description. It is 
not the first generation of MFM: many other types exist, such as the finite 
point method, the diffuse element method, etc. But its particular combination 

* Correspondence to: Professor Richard Egli. 

Preprint submitted to Elsevier Science 29 March 2005 



of the adaptivity and Lagrangian and particle nature makes SPH very popular 
among MFMs. Today, the SPH method is being used in many areas, such as 
astronomy, computational fluids, and even solid mechanics. For decades, it has 
been expected to be better than the other traditional numerical methods for 
many applications in computational fluid dynamics ( CFD). Because of its wide 
range of applications in different areas, SPH has enjoyed considerable progress 
in terms of accuracy, stability and extensibility since it was first proposed. 

SPH can be used for various purposes. Monaghan [14] explains more clearly 
the properties and criteria of the formulations used in SPH and gives exam-
ples of applications in astronomy and fluid dynamics. We can see that it can 
also be used to describe deformable bodies, as in the work of Desbrun and 
Gascuel [2]. Also, different smoothing kernels and approximation methods for 
field functions in governing Navier-Stokes equations can be used in SPH meth-
ods. For example, Monaghan [14] and Desbrun and Gascuel [2] used the same 
damping function for diffusion force and suggested a symmetric formula for 
pressure force. Other authors, such as Yoon et al. [19], Premoze et al. [16] and 
Koshizuka et al [9], have suggested another smoothing kernel for density esti-
mation and used the deterministic particle interaction models for the gradient 
and Laplacian terms in the Navier-Stokes equations. 

There are various applications of SPH focused on fluid dynamics-related ar-
eas, for example incompressible flow, elastic flow, multi-phase flows, super-
sonic flow, shock simulation, heat transfer, mass flow, explosion phenomena, 
metal forming fractures, etc [12] [14]. In doing an incompressible flow simu-
lation, one step is to compute a null divergence velocity field. This is usually 
done by using an internal pressure force to approximate it [3] or by using the 
Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition to find the null divergence [17] in grid-based 
methods. Here, we present an SPH solution of the Helmholtz-Hodge decompo-
sition for a null divergence velocity field in an incompressible fluid simulation. 
At the same time, we propose a new version of the Laplacian formula for 
smoothing kernels instead of the basic one. Sorne advantages and disadvan-
tages of different gradient and Laplacian approximation formulas used in SPH 
are discussed. 

2 SPH FUNDAMENTALS 

SPH is an approximation method for particle systems. As stated in Monaghan 
[14], we can estimate a function f at position r by using smoothing kernels W 
to approximate in a local neighborhood within distance h as follows: 

(1) 
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where mj is the mass, rj is the position, Pj is the density and h is the quantity 
f for neighbor particle j, respectively. Here, n is the number of neighbor 
particles with Ir - rj 1 :S h. To shorten the equation, we omit the n in all 
summations. When r = ri, f ( r) is denoted by k 

Thus, we estimate the density p; for a particle i at location ri by 

Pj 
P. = '-' m ·-W(r· - r· h) , L ; 1 J, , 

Pj 
(2) 

that is, 

(3) 

where j denotes the index of the neighbor particle (this notation is used 
throughout). 

2.1 Choice of a good kernel 

The first step for a kernel to meet the requirements of SPH is that it must 
estimate the density of the particle system to maximum accuracy. The kernel 
should be smooth, symmetric [12] and satisfy the following equation: 

j W(r, h)dr = 1, 
0 

(4) 

where W is the kernel fonction, h is the smoothing length and the integration 
is taken over all space. More generally, in order to ensure the consistency of 
the SPH approximations, as mentioned in Liu and Liu [12], chapter 3, a kernel 
must verify the following conditions: 

Mo = fn W(x - x', h)dx' = 1, 

M1 = J0 (x - x')W(x - x', h)dx' = 0, 

M2 = J0 (x - x') 2W(x - x', h)dx' = 0, 
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also 

{ 
W(x - x', h)ls = 0, 

W'(x - x', h)ls = 0, 
(6) 

in order to ensure that the first two derivatives of the fonction can be exactly 
approximated ton-th order accuracy. If only Eq. (5) is satisfied, it means that 
the fonction can be approximated to n-th order accuracy. Since the highest 
derivative of the field fonction in the governing equations is of the second 
order, with the condition mentioned above, the 2D poly6 kernel chosen to be 
used in this paper is 

O :S r :S h; 

otherwise. 
(7) 

The 3D expression of poly6 has been presented by Müller et al. [15]. It can 
be verified that the kernel poly6 folfills Eq. (5) for at least M0 and M1 and 
also Eq. (6) which is the minimum requirement of consistency for considering 
second partial derivatives (see Liu and Liu [12]). 

2. 2 Gradient and Laplacian 

In SPH, the derivatives of a fonction f can be obtained by using the deriva-
tives of the smoothing kernel. The following expressions are the gradient and 
Laplacian of the fonction f obtained in this way, 

(8) 

(9) 

In this paper, we call these the basic gradient approximation formula (BGAF) 
Eq. (8) and the basic Laplacian approximation formula Eq. (9). Equation (9) 
can be validated by Green's formula when the kernel W is of class C2 and 
v'W = 0 on 80.. 
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2. 2.1 Choosing the gradient formula 

There are other ways than BGAF to compute the gradient value for a fonction 
f. 

The first one is derived by using the derivative of a product [14]. We have 

"v(pf) = p"v f + f"v P, 

which can be rewritten as 

p"v f = "v(pf) - f"v p. 

This yields the following expression: 

p/v fi= L mj (Jj - f;) "vW(ri - rj, h). 
j 

Thus the gradient of the fonction f can be approximated as 

1 
"v fi= (-) L mj (Jj - fi) "vW(ri - rj, h). 

Pi j 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

In this paper, we can call Eq. (13) the difference gradient approximation for-
mula (DGAF). 

To deal with symmetric forces in order to folfi.11 Newton's second law with 
two particles, some authors [2] consider another form of gradient by using the 
derivative of a quotient fonction. The derivative of a quotient of fonctions is 
given by 

"v (1-) = p"v f - f"v p' 
p p2 (14) 

i.e. 

(15) 

We can obtain the formula 

- = '°'m· - + - "vW(r· - r· h) "v fi ( fi f j ) 
0 J 2 2 1 j) • Pi j Pi Pj 

(16) 
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That is 

(17) 

ln this paper, we call Eq. (17) the symmetric gradient approximation formula 
(SGAF). 

In order to understand the differences in the gradient approximation given 
by Eqs. (8), (13) and (17), we used the three formulas to approximate the 
gradient value for the same fonction f. Obviously, the fonction f and the 
fonction f + C (where C is a constant) have the same gradient. But when 
approximating the gradient, as shown below, the results showed that only the 
difference gradient formulais insensitive to C. 

The first example we consider is a plane J(x, y) = C. The gradient of this 
plane should be O. In our experiments, however, the three different forms of 
gradient approximation behave differently, as shown in Fig. 1. DGAF obtained 
the most accurate results (in fact, exact results in this case), while the other 
two formulas had much greater errors. We also observed that SGAF had a 
larger error than BGAF. The error increased as the value of the constant C 
increased, except for DGAF. 

a) Basic gradient ap-
proximation formula 
(BGAF) 

b) Diff erence gra-
dient approximation 
formula (DGAF) 

c) Symmetric gra-
dient approximation 
formula (SGAF) 

Fig. 1. Gradient approximations for the fonction f ( x, y) = 1. 

Our second example is a plane J(x, y)= Ax + By + C, where A, Band C are 
constants, meaning that the gradient for this plane is the vector (A, B). But 
our experiments yields the same conclusions as in the first example. This is 
shown in Fig. 2. 

We also tried the example of J(x, y)= Ax2 + By2 + C, with the same results. 
We therefore conclude that DGAF is more accurate than the others in the 
context of translation and so we chose it as the gradient formula to use in 
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d) Correct gradient value 

Fig. 2. Gradient approximations for the function f(x, y) = x + 2y + l. 
the SPH Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition (subsection 3.2). Note that in these 
tests for gradient approximations at particles, about ten neighbor particles 
were used. 

2.2.2 New version of the Laplacian 

As described in the previous section, we suggested DGAF as the gradient to 
be used in Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition. Now, an appropriate version of 
the Laplacian to accommodate DGAF is needed. By applying the rule of the 
product twice, we obtain 

(18) 
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i.e. 

(19) 

The corresponding SPH expression below is obtained by straightforward cal-
culations using Eq. (12). 

Thus the corresponding Laplacian approximation expression for DGAF is as 
follows: 

Like DGAF, this version of the Laplacian gives the same result for f and 
f + C, where C is a constant. 

Compared to the basic version given by Eq. (9), Eq. (21) gives a more accurate 
approximation for the Laplacian. Fig. 3 below shows the experimental data 
for the Laplacian approximation for the fonction f ( x, y) = x2 + y2 . 

Laplacian (Simple-Difference) 

--,------ Simple 

-Difference 

Particle indeo< 

Fig. 3. Laplacian approximation values by Eqs. (9) and (21) for the fonction 
f(x, y)= x2 + y2. 
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3 A NULL DIVERGENCE VELOCITY FIELD 

3.1 The Navier-Stokes equations 

The classical Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flows are the follow-
ing: 

'\7 · V = 0, (22) 

p (Dv) - -'vp + pg + µ'v2v. Dt - (23) 

The first equation ensures the conservation of mass while the second guaran-
tees the conservation of momentum. Note that gt is the convective derivative 
( also called the Lagrangian derivative or substantive derivative), v is the fluid 
velocity, p is the fluid density, and g is the gravitational acceleration. The 
term 'vp refers to the pressure gradient, µ is the dynamic viscosity coefficient 
where kinematic viscosity is defined by v = ~, and the term 'v2v is the vector 
Laplacian. 

Typically, after applying Eq. (23), the Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition is used 
to obtain a null divergence velocity field Eq. (22). 

3.2 The Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition 

The Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition can be described as follows: given a do-
main D and its boundary 8D, where TJ is the outward normal vector to the 
boundary and q is a scalar field there is a unique decomposition of a C 2 vector 
field w, 

W =V+ '\lq, (24) 

where the divergence-free vector field is 

V= W - '\lq. (25) 

This means that the divergence of vector field v should be 0, i.e. 

'\7 · V = 0. (26) 
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Also, we have 

\7 ' W = \7 · ( V + \7 q) = \7 · V + \72 q. 

Combining Eqs. (26) and (27), we get 

\7. w = \72q. 

(27) 

(28) 

When considering the boundary, one needs to salve the partial differential Eq. 
(28) with the Neumann boundary condition: 

in n, 
on an. 

(29) 

Fortunately, the SPH version of this problem is very simple. It is interesting 
to note that the solution q is not unique, but the difference between any two 
solutions is a constant [18]. 

3. 3 A system for inside partiel es 

In order to salve system Eq. (28) in an SPH way, we use the difference version 
of divergence [14] and the Laplacian Eq. (21). For an inside particle i, we have 

l (\7 · w) · = ( .!.. ) "' • m · (w · - w ·) · \7W (r - r · h) z Pi 0J J J z z J, , 

(\72q)i = (¼) Lj mJ((qi - qJ)\72W(ri - rj, h) 

- ¾ \7W(ri - rJ, h) · \7 Pi)),j fi. 

This process gives rise to the following linear system of equations: 

LaiJqJ = bi, 
j 

where for each i, 

(30) 

(31) 

ZJ ] 1 Jl Z I Jl Z l r l (32) 
{

a·· = m · (\72W(r· - r· h) - 2/p·\lW(r· - r· h) · \lp·) J. _j_ i 

aii = - LJ#i aiJ, 

bi = L mj(wj - wi) · VW(ri - rj, h). (33) 
j 
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3.4 Additional conditions for boundary particles 

For boundary particles, we need to solve the following boundary condition: 

on 8D, (34) 

where r) is the outward normal unit vector. Assuming that q is known for each 
boundary particle, according to the above condition, a SPH version of the 
system for boundary particles is 

(Vq)i · r/i = 1/ Pi L mj(% - qi) (VW(ri - rj, h) · rJi). 
j 

Thus, 

1/ Pi L mj(qj - qi) (VW(ri - rj, h) · rJi) = O. 
j 

By setting: 

{ 
a,1 : ~j (v7W.(ri - rj, h), h) · rJi) (1/ p;), 

aiz - I:1#i a,1' 

we obtain the same system as in Eq. (31) 

L aijqj = b;, 
j 

for each i, 

where b; = 0 for boundary particles. 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

Remark that the definition of a;; in sections 3.3 and 3.4 implies that the unit 
vector is a solution of the homogeneous system. Bence the difference between 
two solutions q1 and q2 is a scalar multiple of the unit vector (kl where k is a 
scalar). This is the discrete counterpart of the non-unicity of the solution we 
mentioned in section 3.2. lt justifies the use of the difference versions of the 
gradient (DGAF), Laplacian and divergence formulas, which are robust with 
respect to translation. 
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3. 5 Solving the corresponding linear system 

As noted in sections 3.3 and 3.4, we can form a larger linear system Aq = b 
which includes bath the inside and outside particles. The upper part of squared 
matrix A corresponds to Eq. (32) (including the boundary particles), while the 
lower part corresponds to Eq. (37) (including the inside particles). To salve 
this linear system, we use the conjugate gradient method on At Aq = Atb. 

3.6 Boundary particle set up 

ln the simulation, it is preferable to have a suitable boundary that can in-
crease the accuracy of estimation for density and other physical quantities. ln 
setting the boundary particles, we need to obtain the approximation density p 
according to the distribution of the initial particles. (In this paper, the p has 
been taken as the density which assumed the particles are distributed evenly.) 
The ideal boundary width has the same value as smoothing length h. Accord-
ing to these two parameters, the boundary we set would have correct density 
p and a sufficient width to ensure correct distribution of the inside particles 
without crossing the boundary. 

3. 'l Sample algorithm 

The computation of a null divergence velocity field can be used in an algorithm 
for simulating incompressible fluids as follows: 

a) Initialize partiel es (positions p, velocities v) 
b) Compute densities p 
c) Apply the momentum Navier-Stokes Eq. (23) using SPH 

Dv 
w +- v+-!).t 

Dt 
(39) 

d) Compute the null divergence velocity field using the Helmholtz-Hodge de-
composition with the Neumann boundary condition 

I) Solve the system 

Aq = b 

II) Compute V q 

1 
'vqi = (-) L mj (qj - qi) VW(ri - rj, h) 

Pi j 
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Fig. 4. Initial velocity field. 
e) U pdate parti de velocities v +- w - V q 
f) Update particle positions p +- p + v~t 
g) Go to step b 

4 RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

/ / / / 
//// 
//// 
//// 

" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 

The initial condition of the testing particle system is shown in Fig. 4, where 
the particles are represented by dots. The inside particles and boundary par-
ticles are separated by the rectangle shown in the figure. The lines departing 
from boundary particles indicate the normal vectors TJi perpendicular to the 
boundary lines (scale of 1/25). At the corners we take the inward vector par-
allel to the diagonal and of same magnitude as the others on the boundary. 
All particles have initial velocity (0, 0), except that those in the rectangle of 
0.2 x 0.2 in the middle have initial velocity (0.5, 0). Line segments are traced 
from the particles using the velocity. 

The solution q was found successfully by solving the Helmholtz-Hodge decom-
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position with the Neumann boundary condition. We apply DGAF on q and 
update the velocity field w with Eq. (25) to obtain a new velocity field v 
which exhibits null divergence within the precision of SPH. The results shown 
in Fig. 5 were obtained using 361 inside particles; the smoothing length of 
the kernel is 0.2. The lines perpendicular to rJ; are the 'v q for the boundary 
particles; those departing from inside particles are the traces of velocity seg-
ments for each particle. As we can see, all the traces for the particles are well 
corrected and the result is convincingly good. 

SPH is a meshfree particle method which is attractive for its adaptivity. Al-
though it may produce larger error for some specific problems than some other 
methods, its accuracy can be improved by various correction schemes [12]. As 
presented in this paper in sections 2.1 and 2.2, we can use a suitable kernel, 
gradient approximation formula and Laplacian approximation formula to help 
us to obtain more accurate simulation result, as well as setting the boundary 
particles to avoid boundary effects. 

In this study, we have achieved a different way to obtain a null divergence 
velocity field by using a new algorithm - a pure SPH solution of the Helmholtz-
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Hodge decomposition. The discussion for gradient approximation formulas will 
also supply a valuable reference for subsequent works. 
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CONCLUSION 

SPH is a meshfree particle method which is attractive mainly for its adaptivity. Although 

it still suffers from some numerical difficulties and may produce large errors for some spe-

cific problems [10], its accuracy can be improved by various correction schemes, such as 

the correct treatment of the boundary conditions. For instance, as presented in the pre-

vious chapter, choosing a sui table kernel, gradient approximation formula and Laplacian 

approximation formula can help us to obtain more accurate simulation results, as well 

as boundary particle sctting to avoid the boundary effect. However, there is always a 

trade-off bctween accuracy, efficiency and adaptivity. Nonetheless, we achieve a different 

way to obtain a null divergence velocity field by using a new algorithm for incompressible 

flow - a pure SPH solution of the Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition. 

In the future, much effort needs to be devotcd to this subject, particularly to the accuracy 

and the efficiency of the method in order to extend the work to higher dimensions. 
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